Recombination radiation from semiconductors can exhibit a squeezed photon number by use of a specially designed space-charge-limited light-emitting structure. The light will exhibit a small Fano factor and large photon flux.
It has been shown that the combination of sub-Poisson excitations, each associated with a single-photon emission, leads to sub-Poisson photon counts, provided that certain conditions on the characteristic times and areas of the detection process are obeyed. 2 The sub-Poisson electron excitations are characterized by a time constant e that represents the time over which excitation events are anticorrelated (antibunched). The single-photon emissions, on the other hand, are characterized by a photon excitation/emission lifetime rp. The detected light will be sub-Poisson, provided that T >> T pr and A >> A, where T is the detector counting time, A is the detector counting area, and A is the coherence area.
In spite of these conditions being satisfied in the FranckHertz experiment, the light was only weakly sub-Poisson, principally because of optical losses in the experimental apparatus.3 A useful source of such light should exhibit a photon Fano factor F(T) that is substantially less than unity and should produce a large photon flux [corresponding to a large average photon number (n(T))]. If the light is to be used in an application such as light-wave communications, the switching time (or symbol duration) T should also be able to be made small so that the device can be modulated at a high rate. 4 On the other hand, T must be sufficiently large in comparison with the characteristic times re and rp to ensure that the sub-Poisson character of the photons is captured in the counting time."
2 Ideally, the device should also be small in size and produce a directed output so that the light can be coupled to an optical fiber. The structure should be designed in such a way that light loss is minimized. 3 A number of suggestions have been made for achieving sub-Poisson excitations and single-photon emissions. Probably the simplest method is to discharge a capacitor C, containing a fixed charge, through a circuit containing a photon emitter such as a light-emitting diode (LED). The current waveform will then be a nonstationary pulse with time constant r = RC (where R is the resistance of the circuit). A steady-state version of this experiment would make use of a fixed current stabilized by an external feedback circuit to drive the LED. This can be achieved by means of a constant-voltage source in series with an external resistor, 5 R or in series with some other optoelectronic component with a suitable I-V characteristic. Other configurations, in which the anticorrelation property of the electrons is achieved by using external feedback, have been suggested. 5, 6 However, in all cases using external feedback, the characteristic anticorrelation time of the excitations e is determined by the feedback time constant of the loop Tf. A lower limit on the feedback time constant is imposed by the response time and transit time of carriers through the device and by the RC characteristics of the feedback circuitry. In general, an internal feedback process, such as space charge, will provide a more effective means of providing sub-Poisson excitations than will external feedback. This is because an internal physical process is likely to result in a smaller value of Te than will external electronic circuitry. Configurations It can be shown that the sub-Poisson electron-excitation methods are, in general, superior to the nonlinear-optics methods. The advantage stems from several factors: (1) Photons naturally gravitate toward Poisson counting statistics and shot-noise fluctuations. 2 3 It is difficult for the nonlinear-optics methods to undo this natural Poisson photon noise. Electrons, on the other hand, are often governed by quieter thermal-noise fluctuations, 7 13 thereby permitting F(T) to be made smaller. Nonlinear-optics methods, on the other hand, rely on (relatively) inefficient multiple-photon transitions. Furthermore, they are subject to photon interference effects that can limit the degeneracy parameter (and therefore the photon flux) to small values. 8 (4) Electron excitations, especially those mediated by a physical process such as space charge, can attain a small characteristic response time Te so that fast switching can be achieved. 7 (However, as a point of interest, it should be noted that correlated photon pairs and postdetection processing, such as subtraction and correlation, may be useful in specialized applications.1 4 ) We conclude that an ideal source of squeezed-photonnumber light will operate by means of sub-Poisson excitations, mediated by an internal physical feedback process, and will incorporate a mechanism for achieving highly efficient single-photon emissions. It should be small in size and preferably be able to produce light in a directed beam. We are therefore led to propose a semiconductor device structure in which sub-Poisson electron excitations are attained through space-charge-limited current flow and sin- In designing such a device, carrier and photon confinement should be optimized and optical losses should be minimized.
The basic structure of the device is that of a p+-i-n+ diode. As an example, the p+ region may consist of Al03 5 Ga0. 65 As, several thousand angstroms thick and doped to p+ 5 X 1017 cm-3, and of a layer of smaller-gap material The n+ region would also be of Al 0 .3 5 Ga0. 65 As. The structure should be grown on a conductive substrate. A 0.15-eV discontinuity in the valence band, between the GaAs and the Al0. 35 Ga 065 As layers of the p+ region, would ensure hole confinement in the low-gap material at room temperature.
The conduction-band discontinuity should be about 0.25 eV. Near-infrared recombination radiation would be emitted from the GaAs layer in this LED-like region. This structure is appropriate for a waveguiding edge-emitting geometry.
To maximize the external quantum efficiency, a surfaceemitting geometry may be preferable; the surface should be dome shaped to eliminate total internal reflection. In this case the p+ AlGaAs layer is not necessary.
The I-V characteristic for a single-carrier conventional space-charge-limited diode is given by the approximate relationship'
where (Ie) is the average forward current, es is the permittivity of the medium, 4 The current noise in such devices can be quite low. It has a thermal (rather than shot-noise) character."3, 6 The current-noise spectral density Se() for a device in which only electrons participate in the conduction process takes the simple form' 6 Se(w) = 8kd(I)/d(Ve), (2) where k is Boltzmann's constant, 0 is the device temperature in degrees Kelvin, d(Ie)/d (V,) is the differential conductance of the device, and w is the circular frequency. Combining expression (1) and its derivative with Eq. (2) provides
where e is the electronic charge. By definition, the electron current is sub-shot noise, provided that
The statistical properties of light generated by sub-Poisson electron excitations and single-photon emissions are well understood. 2 Light is considered to be sub-Poisson when the photon Fano factor Fn(T) is less than unity,' 7 i.e., when
Fn(T) = var[n(T)]/(n(
The quantities var[n(T)] and (n(T)) are the photon-number variance and photon-number mean in the counting time 
Here Fe(T) is the Fano factor of the exciting electron stream and is the overall quantum efficiency from electrons to detected photons. The quantity 3 accounts for the admixture of independent Poisson background light (O < • < 1; 13 1 in the absence of such background light).3
The analog versions of Eqs. (5) and (6) are of interest when the detected photocurrent or the excitation current is continuous (as expected for the SCLLED) rather than when they are a sequence of discrete events. The formula analogous to Eq. (6) A >> A
It follows from Eqs. (4) and (7) that a sub-shot-noise electron-excitation current will always lead to a sub-shotnoise detected photon current. In accordance with Eq. (4), this implies sub-Poisson photon behavior when 8kO/e( Ve) < 1. For a space-charge-limited diode such as that shown in Fig. 1 , it is estimated that 8k0/e( Ve) 0.1 when = 300 K and (Ve) = 2 V. Further reduction of this ratio can be achieved by reducing the temperature of the device. It is interesting to note that, in the regime in which formulas (1) and (2) are valid, the degree of sub-shot-noise behavior is independent of the parameters Es, M,,, L, and A. The values of these parameters do play a role in determining the photon flux and the device speed, however. More general results are available for the double-carrier space-charge-limited de-
Using Eqs. (6) and (7), the degree of photon-number squeezing in the detected photons is then Fm(T) = 1 + n(80/e(Ve) -1), (8) provided that background light is absent ( = 1). The overall quantum efficiency 1 is given by the product lextfld, where next is the external quantum efficiency of the SCLLED (the product of the internal quantum efficiency and the geometrical collection efficiency) and d is the external quantum efficiency of the photodetector. Although the internal quantum efficiency of a LED is >0.5,18 the external quantum efficiency of a dome-shaped surface emitter is typically limited to about 0.15.19,20 If a Si p-i-n photodetector is used to detect the photon-number-squeezed recombination radi- 0.9998, with T 19 ,sec] . Indeed, the degree of photon-number squeezing of recombination radiation from the SCLLED is essentially limited only by the geometrical collection efficiency.
The waveguide geometry and superfluoresence properties (single-pass stimulated emission) of the edge-emitting LED could be advantageous for providing improved beam directionality, switching speed, spectral properties, and coupling to an optical fiber.
The question arises about whether there might be a further advantage in combining space-charge-limited current injection with a semiconductor-laser structure rather than with the LED structure considered above. This could provide increased emission efficiency and additional improvement in the parameters discussed above. This will be beneficial when the laser can be drawn into a realm of operation in which it produces a state more akin to a number state 2 ' than a coherent state (the coherent state has Poisson photon-number fluctuations and minimal phase fluctuations). Machita et al. 5 , 2 2 have shown that this mode of operation can be attained in a semiconductor-laser oscillator, within the cavity bandwidth and at high-photon-flux levels, if the pump fluctuations are suppressed below the shot-noise level. Similar suggestions have been made by Smirnov and He is a member of the Optical Society of America and the New York Academy of Sciences.
